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A law firm sought an expert witness 
to assist with a matter involving mold 
developments in luxury homes. GLG 
placed a qualified expert to opine on 
the causes of mold growth and the 
rate of that growth.

Why GLG?
Project Breadth
One expert witness placed to opine on 
the conditions that cause mold to grow 
in residential buildings, one preliminary 
report published.

Quality Expertise, Quickly
GLG sourced five qualified candidates 
from our network of approximately  
1 million subject matter experts and 
sent them to the client within two 
business days.

Complimentary Screening
The client conducted screening calls 
before choosing the expert. These are 
complimentary in GLG’s Expert Witness 
selection process to help clients  
validate expertise and find the right 
witnesses for their cases.
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As the world’s insight network, GLG connects clients to the subject matter experts who can provide real-world insights to make informed 
decisions. Our team of professionals work with you to create a tailored approach that identifies, assesses, and answers your questions on your 
timeline. We bring the power of insight to every great professional decision.

Learn more

CASE DETAILS  
Court:  Virginia Circuit Court Arlington County
Case Number: CL19001554-00
Case Name: James and Erin Seale v. Cathedral View LLC et al.

CHALLENGE  
A leading law firm sought an expert to assist on a case involving mold 
developments in a luxury home. They hoped to find an individual who 
could opine on the rates of mold growth, how/why it develops, and how to 
prevent it. Ideally, the expert could also share alternative causes for mold 
development aside from construction issues.

THE GLG APPROACH 
The client needed an expert immediately so they could complete a 
disclosure and preliminary report that was due in two weeks. 

Drawing from GLG’s network of approximately 1 million subject matter 
experts, the team selected five top candidates and set up complimentary 
screening calls with the client within two business days.

OUTCOME  
The client retained an expert witness with 18 years of experience in 
disaster mitigation and restoration with a deep background in mold growth 
and abatement. The expert used their experience to complete a preliminary 
report for the client. 
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